Help the daily warriors stay safe by supporting the disinfection of a community toilet.

Mumbai runs because of people who labour tirelessly – the labourers building our flyovers, the chachas who ride our autorickshaws, the vegetable vendors, the domestic help – they all keep our Mumbai alive 24 x 7.

Most of these people use community toilets that have become breeding grounds for spreading COVID-19 infection!

Triratna Prerana Mandal is co-ordinating with 200 Community Organisations that run these toilets to help keep them, and the people who manage them clean. Rs. 6500/- per Community Toilet per Month is what it takes to keep these toilets clean.

Your contribution can help make Mumbai a safer place for the 6000 families that use each of these facilities and all those who come in contact with them!

For Indian Donations:
TRIRATNA PRERANA MANDAL
Bank A/C No. 37069279445
Bank: State Bank of India, Santa Cruz (West), Mumbai
IFSC Code: SBIN0001183

Kindly add your name & mobile number in remarks when sending an email and also email us at triratnaorg@gmail.com with contribution details. This will facilitate sharing a 80 G receipt with you.